Navarro Middle School

SDMC Agenda and Minutes for January 29, 2020

Time: 4:00 PM

Members Present: Vaughn, Santos, Grimes, R. Williams, Armstrong, Rossi, Monarez, Deutsch

Proxies:

Topic(s):

I. Welcome and Introductions
II. Metal Detectors
   a. Review with Safety Committee for next SDMC meeting
   b. Take action steps to improve security
   c. Mr. Santos raised the need to request input from parents and community (the Navarro East End Community Council)
   d. Ms. Garza raised question on cost and benefit of metal detector installation (i.e. what are the costs - financial and nonfinancial - to the installation of metal detectors on our campus)
III. Assessment Data
   a. ELLs may have been miscoded and steps will be taken to correct miscoding
   b. Miscoding may help generate better reports for accountability purposes
IV. Trauma Informed Classrooms - Mr. Deutsch
   a. Proposal for August PD and possibly for early dismissal
V. Adoption of Master Schedule
   a. Motion - Rossi Second- Grimes
   b. 6 periods, 55 minutes per period, grade level conference for personal
   c. Tutorials/Clubs period - formally in schedule? Yes, randomized as advisory, will they be mixed-grade level? Yes (but minimized for students needing intervention)
   d. Is 3rd period going to be homeroom? Yes
   e. Vote - Unanimous